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Outline
We have an interdisciplinary L&T case study to share with you…

What does interdisciplinarity mean in L&T?
Why would you want all students to learn about how to be interdisciplinary?

How can it be done in a “universal” way?
Show and tell “10bn - how can we all live together?”

Different kinds of “interdisciplinary” degrees
Start broad to allow for specialism later
Engineering → (e.g.) mechanical engineering
Natural science → (e.g.) physics

Study multiple (complementary) subjects
Combined honours
(e.g.) Physics and philosophy
Study integrated specialism
(e.g.) Environmental science

These examples are trying to get the right balance of
depth and breadth

● In a L&T context interdisciplinarity
means integration.
● But (in these programmes) integration
is often left to the student.
We believe (integrative) interdisciplinarity is
something all students should be learning.

Deep in at least one subject

As well as breadth and depth they try and
promote knowledge and skills integration.

Competencies across & between subjects
“Global context, critical thinking, collaboration,
ability to take different perspectives”

Adapted from
IBM/Michigan
State University
http://tsummit.org/t

Why?
Good for students

Upon graduation, students should be able to handle information from
multiple sources, advance professional relationships across different
organizations, contribute innovatively to organizational practices, and
communicate with understanding across social, cultural, economic
and scientific disciplines. Tomorrow’s workers will build their careers
in a globally interconnected and constantly changing world with
smarter technologies in an effort to effect positive global change.

http://tsummit.org/t

Good for the world

If we go through a list of some of the main problematiques 1 that are
defining the new Century, such as water, forced migrations, poverty,
environmental crises, violence, terrorism, neo-imperialism, destruction of
social fabric, we must conclude that none of them can be adequately
tackled from the sphere of specific individual disciplines. They clearly
represent transdisciplinary challenges. This should not represent a problem
as long as the formation received by those who go through institutions of
higher education, were coherent with the challenge.

Max-Neef Foundations of transdisciplinarity
Ecological economics 53 (1) 2005

But don’t they/we do this anyway?
Project work, context rich learning, problem based learning, thematic learning…
Integrative learning is happening already - yes - maybe (intro-subject) between
thermal physics and mechanics or (inter subjects) between economics and politics.

We want something that works universally - that says it’s important to step back and
look at issues from perspectives that have been left at secondary school - this was
the last time that truly integrative learning approaches were possible.

How - Ethos and unhoming
‘Before recalling law, morality or value, ethos indicates the abode [séjour]. Further,
it indicates the way of being which corresponds to this abode, the way of feeling
and thinking which belongs to whoever occupies any given place. It is in fact this
which is at issue in the Platonic myths. Plato recounts stories which prescribe the
way in which those who belong to a condition must live it’.
Ethos: the ways of thinking and feeling that correspond to a certain place and to
collective harmony

A distribution of roles; a regime of belief …. a discipline
(Jacques Rancière, ‘Thinking Between Disciplines: An Aesthetics of Knowledge’, Parrhesia, no. 1 (2006), pp. 1-12).

Ethos
The correspondence of know-how and knowledge of one’s condition.
A discipline? ‘A way of defining an idea of the thinkable, an idea of what the objects
of knowledge themselves can think and know.
‘Disciplinary thought says: we have our territory, our objects and the methods
which correspond to them’.

(Jacques Rancière, ‘Thinking Between Disciplines: An Aesthetics of Knowledge’, Parrhesia, no. 1 (2006), pp. 1-12).

Unhoming
‘It is this arrangement [dispositif] that aesthetic experience deregulates’.
‘A disjunction between an occupation and the aptitudes which correspond to it’.
‘Aesthetic dissensus, the dehiscence between the arms and gaze of the carpenter’.

Undoing the organised distribution / prescription of place - and with this, ways of
seeing, feeling, doing, thinking
Dis-organising stable relations; disruption
In-disciplinary thought
(Jacques Rancière, ‘Thinking Between Disciplines: An Aesthetics of Knowledge’, Parrhesia, no. 1 (2006), pp. 1-12).

Unhome to become interdisciplinary
Normally (particularly in the UK) students have to wait until they’ve moved on and
got a job to become interdisciplinary and experience the vast complexity of the
world…

We believe that we can use university research to provide an authentic taster:
Inspiration to want to be unhomed
Experiences that start to unhome
To create an strong universal framing we use “10 bn - how can we live together?”

https://vimeo.com/191783321

How to unhome using university research?
Our interdisciplinarity:
Show how networks work
Learning and
teaching

Provide uncertainty in debate
Accept different viewpoints
Require self-driven learning

Research

What does that mean in practice?
A 3-week online course about 10 bn - so anyone can take part in their own time
Introduce the big issues of 10 bn
Show exemplar research networks
Conclude with a reflective activity
A 3-week series of events - that builds in existing lectures and research seminars
To reinforce the online learning
To provide additional optional examples

To inspire by showcasing the research of the university

https://www.futurelearn.com/courses
/tenbillion/1/todo/3572

What sort of research are we making examples of?
Anything that explains a network involved in an issue of 10 bn.
Energy, food, migration, water, healthcare, nature, international law,
Representations of migration
Insilico medicine - future of healthcare - Insigneo
Ethical energy futures through participatory approaches
Robots for assisted living
Understanding / overcoming / living with the crop yield plateau

(etc.)

What have we learned so far?
We’ve had to recruit students to volunteer into an uncredited programme
250 students participated.
High levels of online interaction via FutureLearn platform.
10 hrs online participation. ~2-3 talks attended.

There is a lot of interest in the course. No one is negative towards the concept.
Students have a lot to negotiate in order to attend.

Student feedback
A few key quotes…
➔ It [10bn] went over a broad range of different studies - the arts side and then the technical side - so I enjoyed the
mixture of things that I wouldn’t normally do on my course.
➔ I liked how we got a greater appreciation of the interdisciplinary research the University does, as at very little point
outside of your department do you get an idea of what the University does outside of student research. It was great to
see it really is interdisciplinary in so many different areas.

➔ I think it allows you to be a lot broader with how you work and how you do research - definitely for next year and
going on to post graduate work as well.
➔ Everything I hoped for but was not bold enough to expect … it was riveting.
➔ It meant that you really saw yourself considering things which are outside of your usual course remit… I really enjoyed that
➔ It really opened your eyes to how lots of other subjects were coming into developing different things
➔ It [reflective assignment] is a good way to reflect on what you have perceivably learned.
➔ Sometimes you might just think you’ve learned “this” but you don’t get chance to consolidate your thoughts, so it’s
good to think about what did you get from this.
➔ I think [the peer feedback] was useful. It was nice to read others’ thoughts and as it was a fairly short piece of writing,

Conclusions
An interdisciplinary course that:
Is accessible/scalable for all
Negotiates inter departmental
timetabling constraints
Gives student choice but at the
same time uses a core narrative
as a scaffold
Uses reflection as an
interdisciplinary learning tool

Thanks for listening

